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Total cross section & jet production
High energy hadron scattering ⇒ copious production of
(mini-)jets [e.g., Gaisser & Halzen, 1985]
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standard simplification:
neglect multiparton correlations
(n)
⇒ FI1 ...In (x1 , ...xn ,~b1 , ...~bn , ...) =
∏ni=1 GIi (xi ,~bi , Q2i )
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– unmodified
this leadsjet
to cross
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Unfortunately, not a solution:
2
proton size is constrained by data on Bel
pp (s) ∝ hb (s)i

more generally, dσel
pp /dt is related to the transverse profile of
the proton (thanks to data of TOTEM & ATLAS ALFA)
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Generally, proton is a superposition of different parton
√ Fock
states (of different size & parton density): |pi = ∑i Ci |ii
larger size states dominate σtot
pp

small size states contribute sizably to MPIs
(e.g., double parton scattering ∝ density squared)

⇒ larger dispersion between the Fock states would reduce σtot
pp
jet
for the same σpp
but: would yield a high cross section for low mass diffraction
SD(LM)

NB: σpp

– constrained by TOTEM & LHCf data
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How multiparton correlations help?
one has to create parton ’clumps’ to
enhance peripheral multiple scattering
(without changing the transverse profile)
can be done via ’soft’ & ’hard’ parton
splitting mechanisms

’soft parton splitting’ naturally emerges in enhanced Pomeron
framework in QGSJET-II [SO, 2006, 2011]
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Pomeron-Pomeron interaction: a closer look

=

basic assumption: multi-P
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(|q2 | < Q20 ) parton processes

+

+ ...
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Taking into account interactions between parton cascades
substantially reduces the impact of jet production on σtot
pp

e.g., a reasonable fit of σtot
pp
was obtained for a low cutoff
Q20 = 1 GeV2 [SO, 2006]
though stricter constraints
from particle production:
Q20 = 3 GeV2 in QGSJET-II-04
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In enhanced framework, parton density is influenced by the collision
intermediate partons scatter off the
partner proton in addition
this dynalically reduces the effective
parton density for an exclusive process
(stronger effect for higher s, smaller b)

p

(x, Q2 )

...
p
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wanted: a perturbative mechanism to suppress low pt jet
production, without a strong impact on PDFs
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Dynamical higher twist corrections: brave assumptions
Basic assumptions (qq′ -scattering as an example)
restrict oneself with rescattering
on soft (xg ≃ 0) gluons

neglect color octet contributions

H

interprete the respective
correlators as GPDs
More technical (model implementation)
describe low x GPDs by Pomeron asymptotics
account for multiparton correlations due to the “soft
splitting” mechanism
account for absorptive corrections to GPDs due to enhanced
Pomeron diagrams
i.e., incorporate the mechanism in the Pomeron framework
NB: AGK rules not applicable for HT contributions
(e.g., no corrections to diffraction)

Dynamical higher twist corrections: hevristic reasoning
Consider as an example corrections to qq′ scattering in LC gauge
Twist 4 contribution to the cross section:
Z

d4 kq d4 kq′ d4 kg1 d4 kg2 αβ
1
∆σHT (s) =
H (kq , kq′ , kg1 , kg2 )
2s (2π)4 (2π)4 (2π)4 (2π)4 ijkl
Z

ikq zq +ikg1 zg1 −ikg2 zg2
4
4
4
× d zq d zg1 d zg2 e
hp|ψ̄j (0)Aα (zg2 )Aβ (zg1 )ψi (zq )|pi
Z

×
d4 zq′ eikq′ zq′ hp|ψ̄l (0) ψk (zq′ )|pi
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doing collinear factorization, one
obtains [Ellis et al., 1982; Qiu, 1990]
∆σHT (s) =
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here the quark-gluon correlation function:
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+
−
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here the quark-gluon correlation function:
Tqg (xq , xg1 , xg2 ) =
×eip

+x

1
xg1 xg2

Z

−
+
−
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−
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q dyg1 dyg2
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+ −
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hp|ψ̄(0) γ+ F+α (y−
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now: assume the integrals to be dominated by xg1 , xg2 ≃ 0
e.g., converting 1/xgi into poles & doing residies
[Guo & Qiu, 2001]
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Currently, implementation of the HT-effects is the main
difference to QGSJET-II-04
now twice smaller cutoff for hard processes: Q20 = 1.5 GeV2
(⇒ pcut
t ≃ 2.4 GeV)

additionally, I enhanced the rate of high mass diffraction by
∼ 30% and reduced low mass diffraction

what about using even a smaller cutoff?
generally possible but would require higher order corrections
(multiple exchanges of soft gluons)
⇒ additional assumptions
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